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Yagpdb. xyz bot discord

The profile for the Discord bot YAGPDB.xyz YAGPDB.xyz is a multi-purpose, widely used Discord bot, among its most notable features is its self-appointed reaction roles and Reddit and YouTube channels. It is said to have joined 922,055 servers at the time of writing, and was developed by programmer Jonas747 within
three years. His domain is: . The function of Editing a multipurpose bot, YAGPDB has many useful and enjoyable commands, its most notable is the self-appointed role feature that allows users to assign their own roles in a push reaction. You can also view the current server stats through a team-statistic that will display
statistics, such as the number of users who have joined and left in the last 24 hours, and the ability to make the statistics public. There can also be custom commands for specific keywords and messages that can be done on the website's control panel. There are also moderation features such as an automoder and
general moderation, and a feature that allows you to get the cat fact randomized out of 250 facts with the team -catfact. This has been said to be the most tedious of their features for the program on the website. Later, the bot was updated to include dog facts as well. The popularity of Edit YAGPDB.xyz seems to be very
widely used, and is regarded as a very useful bot. Documentation is for users. Rob PikeLast updated 6 months ago LegendGeneral i ️HelpInfoInviteTools &amp; Utilities �
�PrefixCalcPingCurrentTimeMentionRoleListRolesPollUndeleteViewPermsStatsCustomCommandsLogsWhoisNicknamesUsernamesResetPastNamesRemindmeRemindersCRemindersDelReminderRoleSettimezoneToggleTimeConversionFun �
�DefineWeatherTopicCatFactDogFactAdviceThrowRollCustomEmbedSimpleEmbedWouldYouRatherXkcdTopServersTakeRepGiveRepSetRepDelRepRepLogRepTopRepSentiment8BallSoundboardSoundboardResetcah Createcah Endcah Kickcah PacksDebug &amp; Maintenance �
�CurrentShardMemberFetcherYagstatusRoledbgModeration BanKickMuteUnmuteReportCleanReasonWarnWarningsEditWarningDelWarningClearWarningsTopWarningsGiveRoleTakeRoleautomod Rulesetsautomod Toggleautomod Logsautomod ListViolationsautomod ListViolationsCountautomod
DeleteViolationautomod ClearViolationsRolemenu RoleMenu CreateRoleMenu RemoveRoleMenu UpdateRoleMenu ResetReactionsRoleMenu EditOptionTickets Tickets OpenTickets AddUserTickets RemoveUserTickets RenameTickets CloseTickets AdminsOnlyEvents Events CreateEvents EditEvents
ListEvents DeleteEvents StopSetup PrefixCommand OverrideChannel OverrideCommand ListGeneral Tools &amp; Utilities ModerationFunRolemenuTicketsEventsDebug &amp; MaintenanceAdministrative (only for self-hosting) You can add and manage the bot if you have the Manage Server permission. The setup for
YAGPDB is pretty simple. YAGPDB.xyz know which servers you are on. In the top right corner, you can choose a server, a server, select the server and select the server that you want to add the bot and manage. You should start by visiting the command tab, making sure that the console has no conflict, and turn on and
off any command (s) you can't be used. If you are interested in setting up notifications such as Join/Leave, YouTube, Reddit, Streaming Notifications. You have to look under the Notifications tab and channels. For moderation tools, automatic moderation tools, automatic roles, self-appointed roles, visit the Tools and
Utility tab. Moderation can help you track offenses with warnings, and log moderation. Automatic moderation can help you track bad words, bad websites, spam, spam mention, invite postings, bad nicknames/names, etc. Role-playing teams can help members assign roles to themselves through teams or reactions. For a
deca or reputation, check out the Fun tab. Click on the various pages and explore a bit to see what the bot offers. If you need help, read around in the control panel, documents, or our page of frequently asked questions. If you still need help, you can visit our support server. We have a limited number of volunteer support
staff and we are losing money hosting this bot for you. If you're rude on a support server, chances are you're going to get banned. PrefaceThe Dot and VariablesPipesUserGuild / ServerMemberChannelMessageReactionTimeCustom Typestemplates.Slicetemplates.SDictFunctionsTypes conversionString
manipulationMath featuresMessage functionsMessionionsRole featuresCurerent UserMiscellaneousExecCatabaseDBEntryConditional ActionSEntryConditional ActionSM that the bot has permission to control the role and that the role of the bot is higher than the role it is trying to assign. If you want to use any of the
rolemenu commands, you need to have MANAGE_GUILD permission or permission from the control server. This is hard coding, which means that overriding commands won't affect it. Just give the team a role name and then choose what role you want the bot to assign to the person. DO NOT assign the required role to
the role you assign. Normally, you won't want to set the ignoring role for the role you assign unless you want the user not to remove that role through the role menu. Role required: It is required that a person play a role, that he gave himself this role. Ignore the role: Ignore any person who has this role. Group: Place a role
in the role group (will be explained in more detail). Role groups have important If you want to customize the role menu. Role groups are useful for applying restrictions on group roles, such as just being able to have one or the other role, etc. They are also necessary if you want to create a menu to follow. To create one,
just just role group name and then choose which mode you want the role group to use all role groups, even Ungrouped has the ability to remove all roles within that group, other groups will not be affected. Be careful with this, it is permanent and cannot be undone. No: This mode does nothing but check the roles required
and ignored roles. Single: They can only have one role in the group. (e.g. for colors) Multiple: You can set a minimum and maximum number of roles that a member can have in a group. DO NOT assign the required role to the role you assign. Generally, you won't want to set the ignoring role for the role you assign unless
you want the user to remove the role through role-playing. A role is required: requires a person to play a role, to give him this role. Ignore the role: Ignore any person who has this role. Mode: Choose between one, one, multiple, to limit the number of roles they can assign themselves. Role groups have additional options
that can be turned on/off by selecting an appropriate checkbox, such as: Requiring the user to have one of the following features at any time (after the initial appointment). Remove the previous role when they assign themselves a different role from the group. Let's say you have a server with 3 factions and you want
people to be able to assign their own faction when they join. It's simple enough - all we have to do is: Create 3 role-playing teams for these rolesThere now everyone can assign themselves a faction! There are a few problems with this setup though: you can assign yourself more than 1 faction. People are free to jump
between factions. To address these issues, we can create a new group with Single mode and assign previous role commands to that group. Well done! Now we can only have one faction! How can we solve the jumping between factions then? You can include the role of Require 1 in the group setting, now they can't
remove roles in the group and they can have a maximum role of 1 in the group, so they can't jump anymore! Roles can only be assigned to one group. Check out additional roles and select the group of roles you want to assign the role. Make sure you create role commands and assign them a role-playing group before
you start. The role menu won't work if you don't. The role menu allows people to assign roles by adding reactions to the message. If you want to create a message like the above to create a rolemenu on, take a look at the chapter Custom Embeds. The role menu can only support up to 20 roles due to the limitations of the
response to messages. If your role group has over twenty, you should use the trim to calm down and then add the rest of the role to the new with a flag-skip. To customize the role menu, related roles must be added to the role group and then call the rolemenu team to create (role group group group mode and other
restrictions from role group and role still apply to roles in the role menu. Once you join the team, you will be taken through the customization process. If you want to disable DMs, create a custom message, or add a new role to the role menu, be sure to read through. Make sure you create role commands and assign them
a role-playing group before you start. The role menu won't work if you don't. All switches and flags (nodm, rr, etc...) start with a hyphen symbol - not your set-top box. Once you've made your team roles and assigned them to a role-playing group, go to the Discord channel where you want to create a role menu. There you
enter -rolemenu create (the name of the group role) (in my example, the name of the group role Gender). As you can see the bot started to create menus. He will ask you to add emojis for the role. In this case, the role plays a role of the female role. I respond to a message with an emot I want related to a female role.
Make sure to respond to the original message (one with the other reaction) If you add it to another message bot, it will do nothing. Now the bot wants you to react to the first message for the next role, in this case the male role. Note: The male reaction was on the same message as the female messageFrom reaction now
on people can start using the menu by clicking on a specific reaction. The unnecessary message will be automatically deleted in a couple of minutes. To create a custom message for the role menu, as the menu roles the event you saw above, you will need to send a message. Then get the message ID, following steps in
how to get the message ID and enter the next command, -rolemenu create (group name) -m (message ID). Then you complete the role menu as you would any normal role menu If you don't want the bot to send you a DM when you've been given or removed from the role, insert in the next team-rolemenu update
(message ID) -nodm Once you have finished editing or creating a role menu, it will display whether the DM notifications are included or not. Note that YAGPDB does not allow you to disable DMs warning messages, such as cooling messages with a nod switch or any other method. Remove the role by removing the
reaction, this means that instead of the old mode toggling, adding a reaction will strictly give you a role, and removing reactions will only take away the role from you. This mode will be introduced by default for new menus. You can install the old menu to use this switch by updating the rolemenu command (message ID) -
rr If you want to remove the role menu from the message, you can enter-rolemenu remove (message ID) It will remove the role menu from the message. The message itself won't be deleted, but the bot is now nothing to do with the reactions to this message. If you want to change the emot for one of your reactions, you
can do so by typing in-rolemenu edit (message ID) Once you you it's a team that he asks you to respond to the emotions you want to change. You will need to move to the role menu and respond to the emotions you want to change. Once you have reacted to the desired emotion, it will ask you to react with your new
emot in the role menu. If you are editing your emotions reaction or just want to give your emotions a new blank slate. You can reset all reactions by typing in-rolemenu resetreactions (message ID) It will remove all reactions in this menu and re-add them, can be used to correct the order. If you've added a new role to your
role group, you can update the role menu. Update it by typing an in-rolemenu update and follow the instructions. If you removed the role, you'll have to remove it and make a new one from scratch. Make sure the developer mode is included in the contention settings. To get the message ID you want to set up for the role's
custom menu, click on the three points on the far right side of the message and click on Copy ID. Id. yagpdb.xyz bot discord. discord bot yagpdb.xyz prefix
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